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2EPRESENTATION IN VIDEO GAMES
6ÓT ÁISLER
#HARLES 5NIVERSITY IN 0RAGUE
@ARSQ@BS   4HIS ARTICLE PRESENTS THE WAYS IN WHICH -USLIMS AND !RABS ARE 
REPRESENTED AND REPRESENT THEMSELVES IN VIDEO GAMES &IRST IT ANALYSES HOW 
VARIOUS GENRES OF %UROPEAN AND !MERICAN VIDEO GAMES HAVE CONSTRUCTED THE 
!RAB OR -USLIM /THER 7ITHIN THESE GAMES IT DEMONSTRATES HOW THE DIVERSE 
ETHNIC AND RELIGIOUS IDENTITIES OF THE )SLAMIC WORLD HAVE BEEN FLATTENED OUT 
AND RECONSTRUCTED INTO A SERIES OF SOCIAL TYPOLOGIES OPERATING WITHIN A BROADER 
FRAMEWORK OF TERRORISM AND HOSTILITY )T THEN CONTRASTS THESE BROADER TRENDS 
IN WESTERN DIGITAL REPRESENTATION WITH SELECTED VIDEO GAMES PRODUCED IN 
THE !RAB WORLD WHOSE AUTHORS HAVE KNOWINGLY SUBVERTED AND REFASHIONED 
THESE STEREOTYPES IN TWO UNIQUE AND QUITE DIFFERENT FASHIONS )N CONCLUSION 
IT CONSIDERS THE SIGNIFICANCE OF WESTERN ATTEMPTS TO TRANSCEND SIMPLIFIED 
PATTERNS OF REPRESENTATION THAT HAVE DOMINATED THE VIDEO GAME INDUSTRY BY 
OFFERING WHAT ARE KNOWN AS @SERIOUS GAMES
JDXVNQCR   !RABS )SLAMIC GAMES -USLIMS RACIAL STEREOTYPES 
REPRESENTATION SERIOUS GAMES VIDEO GAMES
4HE  TERM  @REPRESENTATION  REFERS  TO  THE CONSTRUCTION OF MEANING 
THROUGH  SYMBOLS  AND  IMAGES  )N  THE DIGITAL  AGE  VIDEO GAMES HAVE 
ESTABLISHED THEMSELVES AS A FORM OF MAINSTREAM MEDIA THAT SHAPES OUR 
COMPREHENSION AND UNDERSTANDING OF THE WORLD BY CONSTRUCTING CONVEYING 
AND ITERATING VARIOUS REPRESENTATIONS )N THE LAST FEW YEARS A NEW CRITICAL 
APPROACH TOWARDS GAMES HAS EMERGED LARGELY REFERRED TO AS @GAME STUDIES 
WHICH PLACES VIDEO GAMES IN THEIR BROADER SOCIAL CONTEXT "OGOST  
&RASCA  *UUL  2AESSENS AND 'OLDSTEIN  3ANTORINEOS AND 
$IMITRIADI 	 4HE RESEARCH VENTURES OF GAME STUDIES COME FROM 
A LARGE SPECTRUM OF OTHER DISCIPLINES MOSTLY  LITERARY AND FILM STUDIES 
CULTURAL  STUDIES PSYCHOLOGY AND  COMPUTER  SCIENCE  2EICHMUTH AND 
7ERNING 	 &OR EXAMPLE !LEXANDER 'ALLOWAY HAS EXTENDED THE 
TRADITIONAL DEBATES CONCERNING REPRESENTATION  INTO  THE REALM OF VIDEO 
GAMES CONSIDERING 
WHETHER IMAGES OR LANGUAGE	 ARE A FAITHFUL MIMETIC MIRROR OF REALITY THEREBY 
OFFERING SOME UNMEDIATED TRUTH ABOUT THE WORLD OR CONVERSELY WHETHER IMAGES 
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ARE A SEPARATE CONSTRUCTED MEDIUM THEREBY STANDING APART FROM THE WORLD IN 
A SEPARATE SEMANTIC ZONE 'ALLOWAY  	
!CCORDING TO 'ALLOWAY 	 THE DISCURSIVE OR VISUAL OR TEXTUAL REPRE
SENTATION OF MEANING IS NO LONGER SUFFICIENT IN GAME STUDIES )NSTEAD THE 
ACTIONS AND THE GAMEWORLD IN WHICH THEY OCCUR MUST BE ANALYSED
)NGAME REPRESENTATIONS OF !RABS AND -USLIMS HAVE TO BE CONTEXTUALIZED 
IN A BROADER NARRATIVE STRUCTURE THAT COVERS )SLAM AS IT APPEARS IN NEWS 
AND POPULAR MEDIA +ARIM  0INTAK  0OOLE  3AID  
3HAHEEN  7INGFIELD AND +ARAMAN 	 4HE DOMINANT MODE OF 
REPRESENTATION OF !RAB AND -USLIM CULTURES IN %UROPEAN AND !MERICAN 
MEDIA GENERALLY EXPLOITS  STEREOTYPICAL GENERALIZATIONS AND CLICHÏS !S 
"USHRA +ARAMAN HAS NOTED  @THE !RAB WORLD n  TWENTY  TWO COUNTRIES 
THE LOCUS OF SEVERAL WORLD RELIGIONS A MULTITUDE OF ETHNIC AND LINGUISTIC 
GROUPS AND HUNDREDS OF YEARS OF HISTORY n IS REDUCED TO A FEW SIMPLISTIC 
IMAGES 7INGFIELD AND +ARAMAN  	 .EVERTHELESS IN THE POST
 WORLD POLARIZED RHETORIC HAS INTENSIFIED IN BOTH WESTERN AND -IDDLE 
%ASTERN MEDIA 4HE DICHOTOMY BETWEEN @US AND @THEM HELPS TO REINFORCE 
SIMPLISTIC  IDEAS OF A COLLECTIVE 3ELF AND ITS HOSTILE /THER &OR EXAMPLE 
RECENT SURVEYS AND RESEARCH HAVE REVEALED SOME DISTURBING FINDINGS ABOUT 
HOW -USLIMS ARE BEING @OTHERED IN %UROPEAN AND !MERICAN MEDIA
s  THE DOMINANT DISCOURSES OVERWHELMINGLY PRESENT MOST  FOLLOWERS OF 
)SLAM AS A THREAT (AFEZ  +ARIM  0OOLE  2ICHARDSON 
	
s  )SLAM IS  LIKELY TO BE  LINKED WITH TERRORISM +ARIM  -ANNING 
 -ILLER 	
s  THE REPRESENTATION OF @ORDINARY -USLIMS IS MARGINALIZED 2ICHARDSON 
	
s  A CONFLICTUAL FRAMEWORK DOMINATES +ARIM  -ANNING 	
0ARTICULARLY SIGNIFICANT AMONG THESE IS THE RESEARCH OF *ACK 3HAHEEN 
  	 WHO HAS STUDIED THE MANNER IN WHICH POPULAR CULTURE 
HAS PROJECTED AND REIFIED IMAGES OF -USLIM !RABS FOR MORE THAN TWO DECADES 
3HAHEEN PRESENTS US WITH AN ANALYSIS OF SELECTED MEDIA PORTRAITS PAYING 
SPECIFIC ATTENTION TO !MERICAN TELEVISION PROGRAMMES AND MOTION PICTURES 
AND THE IMPACT THAT THESE IMAGES HAVE ON !RAB AND -USLIM IDENTITIES 
(E ARGUES THAT THE STEREOTYPES HE HAS FOUND CAN LOWER SELFESTEEM INJURE 
INNOCENTS IMPACT POLICIES AND ENCOURAGE DIVISIVENESS
/N THE SCREEN THE -USLIM !RAB CONTINUES TO SURFACE AS THE THREATENING CULTURAL 
/THER x (E3HE LACKS A HUMAN FACE AND LIVES  IN A MYTHICAL KINGDOM OF 
ENDLESS DESERT DOTTED WITH OIL WELLS TENTS RUNDOWN MOSQUES PALACES GOATS 
AND CAMELS 3HAHEEN   	
6IDEO GAMES AS @CULTURAL ARTIFACTS PRESUMABLY DO NOT STAND OUTSIDE OF 
THESE BROADER TENDENCIES -OREOVER THEY SEEM TO EXPLOIT THESE STEREOTYPES 
AND CLICHÏS  IN A MORE APPARENT MANNER  THAN OTHER  FORMS OF MEDIA 
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2EICHMUTH AND 7ERNING HAVE INTRODUCED THE TERM @NEGLECTED MEDIA INTO 
THE FIELD OF COMPUTER AND VIDEO GAME STUDIES !CCORDING TO THEIR DEFINITION 
NEGLECTED MEDIA EXHIBIT STRONG POPULAR APPEAL AND ECONOMIC RELEVANCE 
WHICH CONTRASTS WITH THEIR LACK OF CULTURE PRESTIGE AND SCIENTIFIC COVERAGE 
4HEY HAVE ARGUED THAT STEREOTYPICAL REPRESENTATIONS TEND TO BE REPRODUCED 
IN NEGLECTED MEDIA IN MORE EXPLICIT FORMS PARTLY BECAUSE THESE MEDIA ARE 
CONSIDERED TO BE LESS RELEVANT IN CULTURAL DISCOURSE AND THUS LESS SUBJECT 
TO MEDIA CRITIQUE 2EICHMUTH AND 7ERNING 	
!T THE SAME TIME VIDEO GAMES POSSESS CERTAIN SPECIFIC DISTINGUISHING 
FEATURES 'ONZALO &RASCA SUGGESTED THAT FUNDAMENTALLY GAME SIMULATIONS 
POSSESS THE POTENTIAL FOR DEVELOPING A TOLERANT ATTITUDE
5NLIKE NARRATIVE SIMULATIONS ARE A KALEIDOSCOPIC FORM OF REPRESENTATION THAT 
CAN PROVIDE US WITH MULTIPLE AND ALTERNATIVE POINTS OF VIEW "Y ACCEPTING 
THIS PARADIGM PLAYERS CAN REALIZE THAT THERE ARE MANY POSSIBLE WAYS TO DEAL 
WITH THEIR PERSONAL AND SOCIAL REALITY (OPEFULLY THIS MIGHT LEAD TO THE DEVEL
OPMENT OF A TOLERANT ATTITUDE THAT ACCEPTS MULTIPLICITY AS THE RULE AND NOT THE 
EXCEPTION  	
4HUS BETWEEN THE MORE CRITICAL ARGUMENT OF 2EICHMUTH AND 7ERNING 
AND THE SUPPORTIVE OUTLOOK OF &RASCA  THERE EXISTS A CERTAIN TENSION DO 
VIDEO GAMES MERELY REINFORCE AND INTENSIFY RECEIVED CULTURAL STEREOTYPES 
OR DO THEY CONTAIN THE POTENTIAL TO CHALLENGE AND UNDERMINE THEM
4HIS ARTICLE ADDRESSES  THE APPARENT DISCREPANCY BETWEEN THE ABOVE 
MENTIONED STATEMENTS AND ARGUES THAT ALTHOUGH THE PRODUCTION OF %UROPEAN 
AND !MERICAN MAINSTREAM VIDEO GAMES EXHIBITS A STRONG CULTURAL BIAS WHEN 
CONSTRUCTING AND REINFORCING STEREOTYPICAL REPRESENTATIONS OF !RABS AND 
-USLIMS THE MEDIUM POSSESSES THE POTENTIAL TO DELIVER CULTURALLY BALANCED 
REPRESENTATIONS )T WILL DEMONSTRATE THIS BY EXAMINING ICONOGRAPHICAL 
REPRESENTATIONS OF -USLIMS AND !RABS NARRATIVE STRUCTURES AND GAMEPLAY 
IN %UROPEAN AND !MERICAN VIDEO GAMES .EXT  IT WILL  EXAMINE HOW 
THESE MISREPRESENTATIONS DIRECTLY CONCERN !RAB GAME DESIGNERS AND HAVE 
INFLUENCED LOCAL GAME PRODUCTION %SSENTIALLY IT WILL DEMONSTRATE HOW 
VIDEO GAME CREATORS ESTEEM GAMES INTRODUCING @THEIR POINT OF VIEW BUT 
WILL ARGUE THAT THIS !RAB AND )SLAMIC POINT OF VIEW DOES NOT NECESSARILY 
DESTROY OR SUBVERT POLARIZED CULTURAL REPRESENTATIONS 4HE LAST SECTION OF 
THIS ARTICLE WILL ANALYSE GENUINE ATTEMPTS TO TRANSCEND THE SIMPLIFYING 
PATTERNS OF REPRESENTATION IN VIDEO GAMES )N THIS RESPECT THE POTENTIAL OF 
SIMULATION AS PROPOSED BY &RASCA ARE INVESTIGATED IN PRACTICE
4HIS ARTICLE  IS BASED PRIMARILY ON QUALITATIVE RESEARCH AND CONTENT 
ANALYSIS OF MORE THAN  %UROPEAN OR !MERICAN AND  !RAB VIDEO GAMES 
4HE EXAMINED GAMES ARE SET IN THE -IDDLE %AST OR SETTINGS REMINISCENT 
OF THE -IDDLE %AST	 AND THE REPRESENTATION OF -USLIMS AND !RABS PLAYS 
A KEY ROLE IN THE GAMEPLAY ! SUBSTANTIVE PORTION OF THE MATERIALS USED 
IN THIS STUDY WERE GATHERED DURING FIELDWORK IN $AMASCUS AND "EIRUT IN 
 AND #AIRO IN 
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4HE METHODOLOGY USED FOR CONTENT ANALYSIS INVOLVES PLAYING THE WHOLE 
GAME WHILE  TAKING NOTES AND SCREENSHOTS OF RELEVANT VISUAL  SIGNIFIERS 
RECORDING  THE NARRATIVE AND ANALYSING  THE  STRUCTURE OF GAMEPLAY VIA 
SIMPLIFIED 0ETRI .ET FORMAL DESCRIPTION .ATKIN AND 6EGA 	 #ORRES
PONDINGLY OTHER PARATEXTUAL MATERIALS RELATED TO THE GAME WERE ANALYSED 
BOOKLETS MANUALS AND WEBSITES	 !LL THE %UROPEAN AND !MERICAN GAMES 
WERE PLAYED IN %NGLISH WHEREAS THE !RAB GAMES WERE PLAYED IN !RABIC 
ALTHOUGH MOST OF  THE GAMES ARE AVAILABLE  IN OTHER  LANGUAGE VERSIONS 
)NTERVIEWS WITH PRODUCERS WERE RECORDED IN !RABIC
2ESEARCH EXAMINING ETHNIC AND RACIAL ISSUES IN VIDEO GAMES IS RELATIVELY 
SPARSE TO DATE #HAN  %VERETT  ,EONARD 	 !NNA %VERETT 
	 HAS ANALYSED THE WAYS IN WHICH VIDEO GAMES REINFORCE REJECT OR 
ALTER  ICONOGRAPHICAL REPRESENTATIONS 3IMILARLY $EAN #HAN 	 HAS 
SUGGESTED THAT WE DEVELOP A CRITICAL ATTENTIVENESS TO THE CONSTITUENCIES OF 
RACIALIZED DIFFERENCE AND THE WAYS IN WHICH THESE DIFFERENCES ARE STRUCTURED 
AND REPRESENTED IN GAMEWORLD CONTEXTS $AVID ,EONARD 	 HAS DE
SCRIBED THE SOCALLED @EMERGING MILITARY ENTERTAINMENT COMPLEX IN THE 
53 AND THE VARIOUS TROPES OF REPRESENTING THE ENEMY IN WAR GAMES
3YMBOLIC AND  IDEOLOGICAL DIMENSIONS OF  INGAME REPRESENTATIONAL 
POLITICS RELATED TO !RABS AND -USLIMS HAVE BEEN ANALYSED FROM DIFFERENT 
PERSPECTIVES -ACHIN AND 3ULEIMAN  -ARASHI  2EICHMUTH AND 
7ERNING  ÁISLER A B	 )BRAHIM -ARASHI 	 HAS INTRO
DUCED THE STEREOTYPICAL MODES OF REPRESENTATION OF !RABS IN SELECTED COMBAT 
VIDEO GAMES FOCUSING ON THE !RABn)SRAELI CONFLICT 0HILIPP 2EICHMUTH 
AND 3TEFAN 7ERNING 	 HAVE DESCRIBED THE EXPLOITATION OF /RIENTAL 
TOPOI IN VARIOUS GENRES OF WESTERN VIDEO GAMES &INALLY $AVID -ACHIN 
AND 5SAMA 3ULEIMAN 	 HAVE COMPARED THE DISCURSIVE OF TWO !RAB 
AND !MERICAN WAR VIDEO GAMES FOCUSING ON THE WAYS IN WHICH THEY RE
CONTEXTUALIZE AND FRAME REALWORLD EVENTS
/RIENTALISM IN THE DIGITAL AGE
6IDEO GAMES INHERENTLY PROVIDE A SCHEMATIZED IMAGE OF THE WORLD !PART 
FROM THE HEROES WHO POSSESS BACKGROUND AND PERSONALITY OFTEN GAME 
CHARACTERS ARE DEPICTED ONLY BY SEVERAL DISTINCTIVE SYMBOLS 3IMILARLY THE 
INGAME SURROUNDINGS AND SETTING ARE RENDERED FREQUENTLY BY ITERATION OF 
A LIMITED NUMBER OF TEXTURES AND SCHEMES 4HIS ALSO APPLIES TO THE CON 
SIDERABLE AMOUNT OF GAMES WHICH ADOPT -IDDLE %ASTERN SETTINGS  IN A 
QUASIHISTORICAL OR FANTASY MANNER SUCH AS 0RINCE OF 0ERSIA "RODERBUND 
	 4HE -AGIC OF 3CHEHERAZADE #ULTURAL "RAIN 	 !RABIAN .IGHTS 
+RISALIS 	 !L1ADIM 4HE 'ENIES #URSE 33) 	 "EYOND /ASIS 
3EGA 	 0ERSIAN 7ARS #RYO 	 AND 0RINCE OF 0ERSIA 4HE 4WO 
4HRONES 5BISOFT 	 !LTHOUGH SOME OF THESE GAMES STAND OUT DUE TO 
THEIR GRAPHICS OR PLOT AND ARE CONSIDERED MILESTONES WITHIN THEIR GENRE 
SUCH AS 0RINCE OF 0ERSIA OR !L1ADIM THEY MORE OR LESS SHARE THE VISUAL 
AND NARRATIVE FEATURES OF @/RIENTALIST IMAGERY
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%DWARD 3AIDS CLASSIC WORK HAS ANALYSED THE /RIENTALIST DISCOURSE OF THE 
TH AND EARLY TH CENTURY WHICH RECREATES )SLAMIC SOCIETY AS A TIMELESS 
AND EXOTIC ENTITY !CCORDING TO 3AID 	  FINE ARTS AND PHOTOGRAPHY 
WHICH PRESENTED THE @-IDDLE %AST IN A NAIVE AND HISTORICIZING WAY HAD 
SERVED TO EXCLUDE IT FROM @MODERNITY AND THUS ENDORSED THE PATRONIZING 
AND COLONIAL APPROACH OF REAL POLITICS 7HEN EXAMINING THE VISUAL SIGNI
FIERS USED BY GAMES TO CREATE A @-IDDLE %ASTERN IMPRESSION WE FIND VERY 
MUCH THE SAME PATTERNS 4HESE INCLUDE MOTIFS SUCH AS HEADSCARVES TURBANS 
SCIMITARS TILES AND CAMELS CHARACTER CONCEPTS SUCH AS CALIPHS "EDOUINS 
DJINNS BELLY DANCERS AND /RIENTAL TOPOI SUCH AS DESERTS MINARETS BAZAARS 
AND HAREMS (OWEVER AS 2EICHMUTH AND 7ERNING 	 HAVE NOTED 
3AIDS CONCEPT THAT THE WESTERN IMAGINATION CONSTRUES THE /RIENT AS ONE 
HISTORICAL ENTITY CONFLATING HISTORICAL FANTASIES WITH CONTEMPORARY REALITY 
USUALLY IS NOT EVIDENT IN VIDEO GAMES 'AMES PORTRAYING A CONTEMPORARY 
AND A HISTORICAL OR FANTASTICAL -IDDLE %AST CONSTITUTE SEPARATE CATEGORIES 
MOSTLY USING DIFFERENT  IMAGERY NARRATIVE AND GAMEPLAY AS WE WILL 
SEE BELOW
2OLAND "ARTHES GIVES A DIAGNOSIS OF HOW IMITATIVE ARTS COMPRISE TWO 
MESSAGES @A DENOTED MESSAGE WHICH IS THE ANALOGON ITSELF AND A CONNOTED 
MESSAGE WHICH  IS  THE MATTER  IN WHICH THE SOCIETY  TO A CERTAIN EXTENT 
COMMUNICATES WHAT IT THINKS OF IT  	 5NLIKE THE FINE ARTS VIDEO 
GAMES OFTEN CONTAIN A NARRATIVE !LTHOUGH THIS USUALLY SERVES ONLY AS AN 
INTRODUCTION TO A LARGER @QUEST TOGETHER WITH THE IMAGES AND GAMEPLAY 
IT SHAPES THE BROADER CONNOTED MESSAGE OF THE GAME AS A WHOLE )N THE 
MAJORITY OF  THE MODEL GAMES ANALYSED  IN  THIS  SECTION  THE PLOT BEGINS 
WITH THE KIDNAPPING OF A WOMAN PRINCESS SISTER DAUGHTER	 BY AN EVIL 
CHARACTER  VIZIER  CALIPH DEMON	 AND THE HEROS  INGAME RAISON DÐTRE 
IS  TO SAVE HER AND GAIN REVENGE )N CONTRAST  IN !L1ADIM THE CALIPHS 
BEAUTIFUL DAUGHTER +ARA IS A FINAL REWARD FOR THE YOUNG HERO	 )N 0RINCE 
OF 0ERSIA !RABIAN .IGHTS AND 4HE -AGIC OF 3CHEHERAZADE  THE HERO  IS 
UNJUSTLY IMPRISONED IN A CALIPHS DUNGEON AND HIS QUEST IS TO SAVE HIMSELF 
FROM BEHEADING IN 8:2 2ENOVATION 'AME 	 HE HAS TO ASSASSINATE 
THE CALIPH !LTHOUGH THESE NARRATIVES ARE TYPICAL FOR COMMON MEDIEVAL 
FANTASY SETTINGS SUCH IMAGERY IS PARTICULARLY DOMINANT IN THE FRAME OF 
REFERENCE TO THE @-IDDLE %AST REINFORCING STEREOTYPICAL NOTIONS OF ARBI
TRARY CRUELTY AND BARBARISM
!LMOST ALL OF THESE GAMES CONSTRUCT A @FANTASTICAL -IDDLE %AST USING 
QUASIHISTORICAL ELEMENTS IN ORDER TO GIVE THE PLAYER AN ORIENTAL IMPRESSION 
/NLY A FEW GAMES ARE BASED ON REAL HISTORICAL EVENTS SUCH AS !GE OF %MPIRES 
 -ICROSOFT 	 WHICH INCLUDES THE CAMPAIGN OF 3ALADIN /N THE ONE 
HAND THIS IS PARTICULARLY REMARKABLE WHEN COMPARED WITH THE NUMBER 
OF %UROPEAN AND !MERICAN HISTORICAL GAMES WHICH USUALLY PROVIDE THE 
PLAYER WITH A SUBSTANTIAL AMOUNT OF FACTUAL  INFORMATION /N THE OTHER 
HAND THE NARRATIVE OF THESE GAMES EVOKES THE REALM OF ! 4HOUSAND AND 
/NE .IGHTS CONSTRUCTING THE -IDDLE %AST AS A PLACE WITHOUT HISTORY 4HUS 
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THIS PREVALENT @/RIENTALIST MODE OF REPRESENTATION CAN BE PERCEIVED AS AN 
EXCLUSION FROM CONSTRUCTIVE DISCURSIVE OVERSHADOWING THE REPRESENTED 
CONTRIBUTION TO CONTEMPORARY REALITY
2EPRESENTATION OF ENEMY
7HEN SPEAKING OF THE @/THER WE MAY REFER TO SOMEBODY LIKE OURSELVES 
WHOM WE IDENTIFY AS @ONE OF US A STRANGER @ONE OF THEM	 OR EVEN THE 
UNKNOWABLE /THER WHOM ,ÏVINAS CALLS AUTRUI	 )N THE MAJORITY OF ACTION 
GAMES ESPECIALLY FIRSTPERSON SHOOTERS	 THE POINT OF THE GAME IS TO KILL 
@OTHERS WHO TYPICALLY ARE @ONE OF THEM $AHLBERG 	 4HE KEY QUESTION 
THEN IS HOW THE @/THERS ARE CONSTRUCTED BY THE GAME
4HE -IDDLE %AST IS A FAVOURITE VIRTUAL BATTLEGROUND !CTIONGENRE GAMES 
SUCH AS 7AR IN THE 'ULF %MPIRE 	 $ELTA &ORCE .OVA,OGIC 	 
#ONFLICT $ESERT 3TORM 3#I 'AMES 	 &ULL 3PECTRUM 7ARRIOR 4(1 
	 +UMA7AR +UMA 2EALITY 'AMES 	 AND #ONFLICT 'LOBAL 
4ERROR 3#I 'AMES 	 TAKE PLACE IN THE -IDDLE %AST OR IN OSTENSIBLY 
ANONYMOUS YET OVERTLY -IDDLE%ASTERN SETTINGS
'ENERALLY SPEAKING THE PLAYER CONTROLS !MERICAN OR COALITION FORCES 
WHILE ENEMY UNITS ARE CONTROLLED BY THE COMPUTER 5SUALLY PLAYING FOR THE 
OTHER SIDE IS NOT ALLOWED 4HE ENEMY IS DEPICTED BY A SET OF SCHEMATIZED 
ATTRIBUTES WHICH OFTEN REFER TO !RABS OR -USLIMS n HEADCOVER LOOSE CLOTHES 
DARK SKIN COLOUR )N MANY CASES THE INGAME NARRATIVE LINKS THESE SIGNI
FIERS TO INTERNATIONAL TERRORISM ANDOR )SLAMIST EXTREMISM $ELTA &ORCE 
,AND 7ARRIOR PRESENTS A SCENARIO IN WHICH !RABS FROM SEVERAL COUNTRIES 
HAVE BANDED TOGETHER INTO A TERRORIST ORGANIZATION BENT ON UNDERMINING THE 
ACTIVITIES OF THE 53 &ULL 3PECTRUM 7ARRIOR IS SET IN THE FICTIONAL BUT OVERTLY 
-USLIM COUNTRY OF  @4AZIKHSTAN  @A HAVEN FOR TERRORISTS AND EXTREMISTS 
,EONARD 	 7HILE THE 53 OR COALITION SOLDIERS USUALLY ARE HUMANIZED 
AND INDIVIDUALIZED BY THEIR NICKNAMES OR SPECIFIC VISUAL CHARACTERISTICS 
THE ENEMY IS COLLECTIVIZED AND LINGUISTICALLY FUNCTIONALIZED AS @VARIOUS TER
RORIST GROUPS @MILITANTS AND @INSURGENTS -ACHIN AND 3ULEIMAN 	 
!T THE SAME TIME THE MORAL MISSION PROFESSIONALISM AND COURAGE OF THE 
FORCES CONTROLLED BY THE PLAYER ARE EMPHASIZED BY THE INGAME NARRATIVE 
AND SCRIPTS (OWEVER THE ENEMIES ARE PRESENTED IN A WAY THAT SUGGESTS 
THEY ARE NOT  @REAL  SOLDIERS  THEREBY REMOVING  THE  LEGITIMACY OF  THEIR 
ACTIONS -ACHIN AND 3ULEIMAN 	 4HIS COULD BE MANIFESTED EVEN ON 
THE LEVEL OF THE ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE CONTROLLING THE ENEMY SOLDIERS VIA 
SCRIPTS INCLUDING UNDISCIPLINED POSES SHOUTING AND YELLING &ULL 3PECTRUM 
7ARRIOR	 OR RAISING WEAPONS ABOVE THEIR HEADS LAUGHING MOCKINGLY AFTER 
THEY KILL $ELTA &ORCE	 4HUS THE INGAME BEHAVIOUR OF THE ENEMIES TO 
SOME EXTENT EXEMPLIFIES THE CONCEPT OF @UNLAWFUL COMBATANTS 4HIS IS REM
INISCENT OF WHAT 3LAVOJ ÈIäEK 	 HAS REFERRED TO AS THE !GAMBENIAN 
TERM OF (OMO SACER AN  INDIVIDUAL  FORECLOSED FROM THE POLITICAL  SPACE 
PROPER WHOSE RESISTANCE IS REGARDED AS A CRIMINAL ACT
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5NLIKE THE GAMES ALREADY MENTIONED THE STRATEGY GAME #OMMAND  
#ONQUER 'ENERALS ALLOWS THE PLAYER TO CHOOSE FROM THREE SIDES OF A FICTIONAL 
CONFLICT THE 53 #HINA AND THE !RAB @'LOBAL ,IBERATION !RMY !GAIN 
THE DESCRIPTION OF THESE STRUGGLING FACTIONS IS SIGNIFICANT
4HE 5NITED 3TATES HAS POWERFUL AND EXPENSIVE UNITS INCLUDING WELLARMED 
INFANTRY AND VEHICLES THAT CAN HEAL THEMSELVES 4HEIR SUPERIOR INTELLIGENCE 
CAPABILITIES AND FLEXIBLE AIR FORCE ALLOW THEM TO STRIKE QUICKLY ANYWHERE ON 
THE MAP #HICK  	
4HE !RAB 'LOBAL ,IBERATION !RMY ON THE OTHER HAND IS DISTINGUISHED 
BY @TERRORISTS WITH CAR BOMBS AND TRUCK BOMBS SUICIDE BOMBERS WITH EX
PLOSIVES STRAPPED TO THEIR BODIES ANTHRAX AND BIOTOXIN DELIVERY SYSTEMS 
AND ANGRY MOBS OF !RABS WIELDING !+S  #HICK  	  )N  SUCH 
CASES AS 'ERARD 'REENFIELD HAS NOTED @CHOOSING TO BE hENEMYv ADDS NO 
OBJECTIVITY IT JUST MAKES IT HARDER TO WIN n THE ENEMY IS STILL DEPICTED IN 
RACIST TERMS  	
.INA (UNTEMANN STATES THAT @ IS SO CULTURALLY SIGNIFICANT THAT THE 
GAMES TAKE ON A NEW MEANING "ARRON 	 !PART FROM A DRAMATIC 
INCREASE IN GAMES WITH THE OBJECTIVE OF FIGHTING TERRORISM AND COMBAT 
GAMES SET IN THE -IDDLE %AST THE MILITARIZATION OF THE PUBLIC SPHERE IS A 
TREND THAT HAS MODIFIED DIGITAL ENTERTAINMENT AS A WHOLE 2ECENT STUDIES 
EXAMINE INCREASING COLLABORATIONS BETWEEN THE GAMES INDUSTRY AND THE 
MILITARY IN THE 53 "ARRON  ,EONARD  .IEBORG  :HAN 
	 6IDEO GAMES ARE BEING USED AS A PUBLIC  RELATIONS  TOOL  FOR PRO
MOTING THE 53 !RMY AND RECRUITMENT !MERICAS !RMY	 OR AS A MEANS 
OF EXPLAINING AND VINDICATING THE @7AR AGAINST 4ERROR +UMA7AR	 4HE 
LATTER IS A FIRSTPERSON SHOOTER ACTION GAME BASED ON REAL 53 !RMY CAM
PAIGNS MAINLY FROM THE 7AR IN )RAQ .EW DOWNLOADABLE MISSIONS ARE 
AVAILABLE EVERY MONTH COVERING RECENT OPERATIONS WITH !RAB OR !FGHANI 
TERRORISTS OR INSURGENTS AS ENEMIES -ISSIONS SUCH AS 3PRING "REAK &ALLUJAH 
+UMA ,,# 	 AND "ATTLE IN 3ADR #ITY +UMA ,,# 	 ALLOW THE 
PLAYER TO ENGAGE IN @/PERATION )RAQI &REEDOM !SSAULT ON )RAN +UMA 
,,# 	 EVEN ANTICIPATED !MERICAS POTENTIAL FURTHER ENGAGEMENT BY 
CAREFULLY CHANGING THE DEPICTION OF ENEMIES TO )RANIANS
7HEN A GAME IS SET IN A PARTICULAR -IDDLE %ASTERN COUNTRY AND BASED 
ON REAL  CONFLICT  THE RETELLING OF  THE NARRATIVE  INEVITABLY RESHAPES  ITS 
COMPREHENSION AND EVALUATION SCHEMATIZING COMPLEX POLITICAL RELATIONS 
INTO A POLARIZED FRAME .INA (UNTEMANN COMPARES SIMILAR GAMES WITH 
THE 7HY 7E &IGHT WAR FILMS MADE BY (OLLYWOOD DIRECTORS IN THE S 
BUT COMMENTS THAT THE INTERACTIVE CHARACTER OF THE VIDEO GAMES MEDIUM 
MAKES THE GAMES MESSAGE MORE LIKE (OW 7E &IGHT "ARRON 	 3HE 
NOTES  THAT SUCH GAMES ARE PROVIDED WITH AN OVERWHELMING AMOUNT OF 
TECHNICAL INFORMATION ABOUT WEAPONRY AND TECHNOLOGY OF WAR BUT FAIL TO 
PROVIDE BACKGROUND FOR THE DEEPER UNDERSTANDING OF THE CONFLICT AND ITS 
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OUTCOME 3IMILAR OPINION HAS BEEN EXPRESSED BY :HAN IN HIS ANALYSIS OF 
!MERICAS !RMY
4HE ERGODIC VIRTUAL  REPRESENTATION OF WAR  IN VIDEO GAMES  ENGAGES  THE 
PUBLIC IN A PARTICIPATIVE MIMESIS WITHIN THE CONFINES OF INSTRUMENTAL MEDIA 
SYSTEM SO THEREBY DETACHING IT FROM ACTUAL COMMUNICATIVE REASONING :HAN 
 	
4HE MILITARIZATION OF  THE VIDEO GAME TROPE HAVING REINFORCED  THE 
POLARIZED FRAME OF THE GOOD 3ELF AND THE EVIL /THER OBVIATES ANY FURTHER 
EXPLANATION OF THE REASONS FOR THE CONFLICT
)NTRODUCING THE /THER
)F THERE IS ONE EXAMPLE THAT CONSTITUTES AN ATTEMPT TO CHALLENGE THIS BROADER 
PATTERN n MATCHING IN PARTICULAR &RASCAS CLAIMS CONCERNING SIMULATION n 
IT  IS  SURELY 3ID -EIERS #IVILIZATION SERIES  n	 4HESE FAMOUS 
STRATEGY GAMES ALLOW PLAYERS TO ACT ON THE PART OF VARIOUS CIVILIZATIONS AND 
ENGAGE IN BUILDING CITIES ESTABLISH TRADE ROUTES AND INTERACT WITH OTHERS 
ON A DIPLOMATIC OR MILITARY BASIS THROUGH THOUSANDS OF YEARS OF VIRTUAL 
HISTORY %ACH CIVILIZATION HAS ITS OWN UNIQUE TRAITS AND ALL ARE PRESENTED 
IN A VERY CULTURALLY SENSITIVE WAY 4HE BALANCED GAMEPLAY ALLOWS THE 
PLAYER TO CHOOSE ANY SIDE AND GENERALLY REWARDS COOPERATION #IVILIZATION 
 #ONQUESTS  !TARI 	 HAS  INTRODUCED A HISTORICAL -IDDLE %ASTERN 
SCENARIO AS ONE OF THE FEW EXCEPTIONS 4HE GAME IS EQUIPPED WITH AN EN
CYCLOPEDIA CONTAINING A SUBSTANTIAL AMOUNT OF HISTORICAL ETHNOGRAPHICAL 
AND CULTURAL  INFORMATION )N THE WORDS OF -C+ENZIE  @3ID -EIER  TURNS 
HISTORY AND ANTHROPOLOGY BOOKS INTO STRATEGY GAME  	 4HE IN
GAME DESCRIPTION OF MANY FEATURES OF )SLAMIC CIVILIZATION IS UNIQUE FOR 
ITS CORRECTNESS AND SENSITIVITY SUCH AS THE DESCRIPTION OF JIHAD SEE HTTP
WWWCIVCOMPTW?PROF?ARABCFM	 4HE SAME SENSITIVITY APPLIES TO THE 
SELECTION OF THE REPRESENTATIVE FIGURE FOR GAME DIPLOMACY THE FIRST CALIPH 
!BU "AKR AND NOT THE PROPHET -UHAMMAD WHOSE DEPICTION IN A VIDEO 
GAME WOULD BE A VERY DELICATE SUBJECT
(OWEVER THE IDEOLOGICAL FRAME OF #IVILIZATION HAS BEEN CHALLENGED BY 
4ED &RIEDMAN 	 WHO ARGUES THAT THE GAME PROPOSES IMPERIALISM BY 
REWARDING VIOLENT EXPLORATION AND EXPANSION 4HE #IVILIZATION SERIES HAS 
EVOLVED CONSIDERABLY FROM THE TIME OF &RIEDMANS ESSAY AND GAMEPLAY 
HAS BEEN CHANGED IN FAVOUR OF COOPERATION AND A NONMILITARY APPROACH 
-OREOVER SIMULATIONS INTRINSICALLY TRANSCODE HISTORICAL REALITIES INTO SPECIFIC 
MATHEMATICAL MODELS AND MAKE ANY AXIOLOGICAL JUDGEMENTS PROBLEMATIC 
!S !LEXANDER 'ALLOWAY HAS NOTED
@(ISTORY IN #IVILIZATION IS PRECISELY THE OPPOSITE OF HISTORY NOT BECAUSE THE 
GAME FETISHIZES THE IMPERIAL PERSPECTIVE BUT BECAUSE THE DIACHRONIC DETAILS 
OF  LIVED LIFE ARE REPLACED BY THE SYNCHRONIC HOMOGENEITY OF CODE PURE AND 
SIMPLE  	
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4O RELATE THIS BROADER OBSERVATION TO OUR TOPIC WE CAN CONCLUDE THAT 
DESPITE THE POSSIBLE CONTRADICTIONS IN THE IDEOLOGICAL FRAME OF #IVILIZATION 
THE GAME IS ONE OF THE FEW EXCEPTIONS IN WHICH !RABS AND -USLIMS ARE 
NEITHER FUNCTIONALIZED AS ENEMIES NOR DEPICTED IN AN /RIENTALIST MANNER 
BUT CONSTITUTE A POSSIBLE REPRESENTATION OF THE PLAYERS 3ELF
2ESISTANCE AND MARTYRDOM
4HE PRODUCTION OF VIDEO GAMES IN THE -IDDLE %AST IS IN THE EARLY DAYS OF ITS 
DEVELOPMENT .EVERTHELESS THERE IS A STRONG BELIEF AMONG GAME DESIGNERS 
THAT !RABS AND -USLIMS ARE BEING MISREPRESENTED AND THAT THEIR IMAGE 
IS BEING DISTORTED BY WESTERN PRODUCTION
@-OST VIDEO GAMES ON THE MARKET ARE ANTI!RAB AND ANTI)SLAM SAYS 2ADWAN 
+ASMIYA EXECUTIVE MANAGER OF  THE 3YRIAN COMPANY !FKAR -EDIA  @!RAB 
GAMERS ARE PLAYING GAMES THAT ATTACK THEIR CULTURE THEIR BELIEFS AND THEIR 
WAY OF LIFE 4HE YOUTH WHO ARE PLAYING THE FOREIGN GAMES ARE FEELING GUILT 
2OUMANI 	
3IMILAR CONCERN HAS BEEN EXPRESSED BY THE #ENTRAL )NTERNET "UREAU OF 
THE ,EBANESE (EZBOLLAH MOVEMENT
4HE PROBLEM BEHIND VIDEO GAMES  IS  THAT MOST OF  THEM ARE FOREIGN MADE 
ESPECIALLY !MERICAN 4HEREFORE THEY BEAR ENORMOUS FALSE UNDERSTANDINGS AND 
HABITUATE TEENAGERS TO VIOLENCE HATRED AND GRUDGES )N ADDITION SOME ENFOLDS 
;SIC= HUMILIATION TO MANY OF OUR )SLAMIC AND !RAB COUNTRIES WHERE BATTLES 
ARE RUNNING IN THESE !RAB COUNTRIES THE DEAD ARE !RAB SOLDIERS WHEREAS THE 
HERO WHO KILLS THEM IS n THE PLAYER HIMSELF n AN !MERICAN HTTPWWW
SPECIALFORCENETENGLISHINDEXENGHTM	
&EW ATTEMPTS HAVE BEEN MADE TO OVERCOME THIS ALLEGED MISREPRESEN
TATION BUT THE GAMES ON THE MARKET TO DATE VARY CONSIDERABLY IN THEIR 
MEANS AND PHILOSOPHICAL APPROACH ! DIRECT ANSWER  TO GAMES SUCH AS 
$ELTA &ORCE OR !MERICAS !RMY CAME FROM THE ABOVE MENTIONED #ENTRAL 
)NTERNET "UREAU OF (EZBOLLAH  IN  4HE ACTION GAME ENTITLED !L
1UWWAT AL+HASA 3PECIAL &ORCE 3OLUTION 	 IS A PROMOTIONAL TOOL FOR 
THE MOVEMENT DEALING WITH THE )SRAELI OCCUPATION OF SOUTHERN ,EBANON 
AND GLORIFYING THE ROLE OF (EZBOLLAH  IN THE RETREAT OF  THE )SRAELI ARMY 
SEE HTTPSPECIALFORCENET	 4HE GAME CONSTRUCTS  TWO BASIC  TYPES OF 
!RAB AND -USLIM HERO 4HE FIRST IS A FIGURE CONTROLLED BY THE PLAYER A 
FEARLESS WARRIOR WINNING AGAINST  THE ODDS DESPITE BEING OUTNUMBERED 
BY :IONIST  FORCES 4HE SECOND  IS  THE  FALLEN COMRADE 4HROUGHOUT  THE 
GAME THESE @REAL FIGHTERS OF THE (EZBOLLAH ARE CONSISTENTLY REFERRED TO AS 
MARTYRS ALSHUHADA	 AND THE PLAYER CHARACTER FINDS THEIR PHOTOGRAPHS 
AT VARIOUS POINTS  THROUGHOUT THE GAME %SSENTIALLY  THE CONCEPT OF  THE 
GAME IS NOT DIFFERENT FROM WESTERN FIRSTPERSON SHOOTERS  IT HAS MERELY 
REVERSED THE POLARITIES OF  THE NARRATIVE AND ICONOGRAPHICAL STEREOTYPES 
MENTIONED ABOVE BY SUBSTITUTING THE !RAB -USLIM HERO FOR THE !MERICAN 
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SOLDIER 4HE PRIMARY DIFFERENCE IS THAT INSTEAD OF STRESSING CAMARADERIE 
AND BROTHERHOOD BETWEEN THE INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS OF A BELEAGUERED ARMY 
PLATOON IT STRESSES THE SOLDIERS -USLIM IDENTITY AND HIGHER OBLIGATION TO 
(EZBOLLAH AS A PART OF A COLLECTIVE SPIRITUAL WHOLE
! DIFFERENT APPROACH TO THE TOPIC OF SELFREPRESENTATION CAN BE FOUND IN 
THE 3YRIAN GAME 4AHTA AL2AMAD 5NDER !SH $AR AL&IKR 	 WHICH 
DEALS WITH THE &IRST )NTIFADA 4HE GAME IS UNUSUALLY EMOTIONAL  IN THE 
WAY THAT IT PRESENTS PLAYERS WITH A STORY STARTING WITH THE 0ALESTINIANS 
CONFLICT WITH )SRAELI  SOLDIERS AT  THE AL!QSA -OSQUE IN *ERUSALEM 4HE 
FIRST MISSION INTRODUCES THE MAIN HERO !HMAD IN A DEMONSTRATION 4HE 
0ALESTINIANS THROW STONES AT THE )SRAELI SOLDIERS WHO ANSWER WITH RIFLE SHOTS 
AND THE SCENE IS FULL OF SHOUTING SHOOTING AND MOANING OF THE WOUNDED 
4HE PLAYERS TASK IS TO GET OUT OF THE DEMONSTRATION ALIVE THEN THE STORY 
GOES ON INTO THE CLASSIC SCHEME OF ACTION GAMES WITH THE HERO JOINING THE 
0ALESTINIAN RESISTANCE #OMBAT  IS CENTRAL  TO  THE GAMEPLAY BUT KILLING 
CIVILIANS IS PROHIBITED !CCORDING TO THE AUTHORS 5NDER !SH IS A @CALL FOR 
JUSTICE AND REALIZATION OF THE TRUTH THE PREVENTION AGAINST THE WRONG AND 
AGGRESSION WWWUNDERASHNETEMESSAGEHTM	 $ESPITE ITS LOW TECHNICAL 
QUALITY MORE THAN  COPIES WERE SOLD IN A MARKET WHERE MOST GAMERS 
COPY AND BURN VIDEO GAMES 0LAYERS DISCUSSING THE GAME ON THE INTERNET 
OFTEN VALUE THE FACT THAT IT PRESENTS @THEIR POINT OF VIEW
&ROM A GAMERS POINT OF VIEW ITS ONE OF THE WORST GAMES ) HAVE PLAYED 4HE 
IDEA BEHIND THE GAME IS ADMIRABLE THOUGH 4O GIVE !RAB YOUTH THEIR IDENTITY 
BACK AFTER IT HAS BEEN LOST IN THE WESTERN MEDIA 8ENON  $UBAI HTTPWWW
TBREAKCOMFORUMSSHOWTHREADPHPTPAGE	
!LTHOUGH REFERRING TO @REAL GAMES &ADEL !BU (IEN MADE AN OBSERVATION 
CONCERNING THE REPLAYING OF SKIRMISHES BY 0ALESTINIAN CHILDREN
)TS A WAY TO HAVE SOME FEELING OF POWER IN A REALLIFE SITUATION WHERE THEY ARE 
POWERLESS )F A BOY CAN @FIRE THE SAME WEAPON AS THE OCCUPIER IF HE CAN IMITATE 
THE SOUND OF A MORTAR OR ROCKET WHICH HE SEES AS THE )SRAELI SOURCE OF POWER 
THEN HE @OWNS THAT POWER TOO AND FEELS MORE IN CONTROL HTTPRAFAHNOTES
BLOGSPOTCOMPLAYINGGAMEPROFESSIONALLYHTML	
3PECIAL &ORCE AND 5NDER !SH CAN BE CONSIDERED AS THE FIRST ATTEMPTS 
TO PARTICIPATE  IN VIDEO GAMES  CONSTRUCTION OF !RAB AND -USLIM SELF
REPRESENTATION !LTHOUGH THE FIRST IS BLATANTLY IDEOLOGICAL AND PROPAGAND
ISTIC WHEREAS THE LATTER PALES IN TECHNOLOGICAL COMPARISON WITH SIMILAR 
53 AND %UROPEAN GAMES FOR THE FIRST TIME THE -IDDLE%ASTERN GAMER IS 
OFFERED CONGRUENCE BETWEEN THEIR POLITICAL REALITY AND ITS INGAME MIMESIS 
!S 'ALLOWAY 	 PUTS IT
)F ONE IS  TO TAKE THE DEFINITION OF REALISM A DOCUMENTARYLIKE ATTENTION TO 
THE EVERYDAY STRUGGLES OF THE DOWNTRODDEN LEADING TO A DIRECT CRITICISM OF 
CURRENT SOCIAL POLICY THEN 3PECIAL &ORCE AND 5NDER !SH ARE AMONG THE FIRST 
TRULY REALIST GAMES IN EXISTENCE
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$IGITAL DIGNITY
4HE DIRECT  SEQUEL  TO 5NDER !SH  IS 4AHTA AL(ISAR  5NDER 3IEGE !FKAR 
-EDIA 	 5NLIKE ITS PREDECESSOR THE GAME INTRODUCES REAL EVENTS TO 
THE VIRTUAL WORLD )T BEGINS WITH A KILLING IN THE -OSQUE OF !BRAHAM IN 
(EBRON WHERE IN  A RADICAL *EWISH FUNDAMENTALIST "ARUCH 'OLDSTEIN 
SHOT  -USLIMS DURING &RIDAY PRAYERS 4HE PLAYER CONTROLS !HMAD WHO 
HAS TO SURVIVE THE FIRST MINUTES OF 'OLDSTEINS SHOOTING BY HIDING BETWEEN 
PILLARS AND THEN AT THE RIGHT MOMENT DISARM HIM )N A NARRATIVE SIMILAR 
TO 5NDER !SH HE THEN ENGAGES IN A FIGHT WITH )SRAELI POLICE AND ARMY !LL 
THE MAIN CHARACTERS IN THE GAME ARE INDIVIDUALIZED AND HUMANIZED BY 
VERY EMOTIONAL BACKGROUND STORIES WHICH ARE PRESENTED TO THE PLAYER IN 
CINEMATIC SEQUENCES 2ADWAN +ASMIYA MANAGER OF !FKAR -EDIA  TOLD 
ME @)T WAS OUR AIM TO SHOW WHAT HAPPENS IN 0ALESTINE BEHIND POLITICS TO 
SHOW PEOPLE;S= STORIES AND PROBLEMS !S WITH ITS WESTERN EQUIVALENTS 
THE GAME FAILS IN ITS SCHEMATIZATION AND INSTRUMENTALIZATION OF ENEMIES 
)SRAELIS	 ALTHOUGH IT DOES MAKE AN ATTEMPT TO OVERCOME THIS PROBLEM 
4HE GAMEWORLD  IS  INHABITED BY  CIVILIANS  )SRAELIS  AND 0ALESTINIANS	 
WHOSE KILLING IS PENALIZED BY AN AUTOMATIC @GAME OVER 4HIS CONSTITUTES 
A SUBSTANTIAL DIFFERENCE FROM THE MAJORITY OF WESTERN WAR GAMES WHERE 
-IDDLE %ASTERN CITIES ARE DEPICTED WITHOUT  INHABITANTS AND THE !LLIED 
WAR EFFORT IS SHOWN NOT TO HURT CIVILIANS ,EONARD 	 .EVERTHELESS 
ON THE LEVEL OF GAMEPLAY COMBAT REMAINS THE ONLY INTERACTION POSSIBLE 
WITH THE )SRAELIS
2ADWAN +ASMIYA STATED THAT HIS AIM IS NOT ONLY TO TRANSCEND WESTERN 
STEREOTYPES BUT ALSO  TO COUNTER -USLIM AND !RAB MISCONCEPTIONS (E 
BELIEVES IN THE EDUCATIONAL POTENTIAL OF VIDEO GAMES AND WANTS TO APPRO
PRIATE THIS MEDIUM IN ORDER TO DELIVER POSITIVE AND CULTURALLY BALANCED 
MESSAGE ABOUT )SLAMIC CIVILIZATION TO BOTH -IDDLE%ASTERN AND WESTERN 
PLAYERS (IS FIRST PROJECT WITHIN THIS FRAMEWORK IS A REALTIME STRATEGY 
GAME 1URAISH ALREADY DEVELOPED BY !FKAR -EDIA AND DELIVERED TO PUB
LISHERS  )T DEALS WITH THE WARS OF "EDOUIN TRIBES AND THE SPREADING OF 
)SLAM 4HE GAMEPLAY ALLOWS THE PLAYER TO CONTROL FOUR DIFFERENT NATIONS 
"EDOUINS !RABS 0ERSIANS AND 2OMANS 4HE AUTHORS PROMISE  THAT  THE 
ORIGIN OF )SLAM WILL BE WITNESSED BY A "YZANTINE OFFICER A 0ERSIAN PRIEST 
AND A "EDOUIN TRIBE CHIEFTAIN SEE WWWQURAISHGAMECOM	 (IS NEWEST 
AND MOST AMBITIOUS PROJECT WITH !FKAR -EDIA CURRENTLY IN DEVELOPMENT 
IN $AMASCUS  IS AN ACTIONADVENTURE CALLED 3UYUF AL*ANNA  3WORDS OF 
(EAVEN	 4HIS GAME WILL COVER THE #RUSADES FROM A -USLIM PERSPECTIVE 
AND ACCORDING TO +ASMIYA SHOULD EXPLORE @THE RISE OF EXTREMISM ON BOTH 
SIDES AND THE RELIGIOUS AND CULTURAL ROOTS OF THE MODERN CRISIS )N CONTRAST 
TO QUASIHISTORICAL WESTERN GAMES !FKAR -EDIA DEAL WITH REAL HISTORICAL 
EVENTS 7HEN PRESENTING THEM THEY USE DISTINCTIVE NARRATIVE BASED ON 
)SLAMIC HISTORIOGRAPHY  SUCH AS  THE OPENING  SCENE  TO 1URAISH WHICH 
IS BUILT ON -UHAMMAD )BN )SHAQS !L3IRAT AL.ABAWIYYA A CLASSICAL 
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)SLAMIC TEXT DESCRIBING THE LIFE OF THE PROPHET -UHAMMAD 4HE GAME PAYS 
ATTENTION TO THE DELICATE SUBJECT OF REPRESENTATION OF THE PROPHET SO HIS 
SAYINGS AND DEEDS WILL BE PRESENT THROUGH THE MEMORIES AND DIALOGUES OF 
HIS COMPANIONS IN A WAY SIMILAR TO THAT WHICH THE AUTHORS OF THE MOVIE 
!L2ISALA 4HE -ESSAGE 	 CHOSE
2ADWAN +ASMIYA HAS COINED THE PHRASE  @DIGITAL DIGNITY  TO DESCRIBE 
THEIR WORKS !CCORDING TO HIS EXPLANATION THIS CONCEPT COMPRISES PRIDE 
SELFESTEEM AND APTITUDE @)T IS HOW AN !RAB TEENAGER FEELS WHEN HE PUTS HIS 
HANDS ON A GAME THAT REFLECTS HIS POINT OF VIEW KNOWING THAT NON!RABS 
MAY PLAY IT TOO &ROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF !RAB GAMERS EVEN A NORMAL 
FANTASY ACTION GAME SUCH AS 1ALAT AL.ASR #ASTLE OF 6ICTORY !FKAR -EDIA 
	 COULD HAVE CULTURAL MEANING IN THE SENSE THAT THE HERO WHO FIGHTS 
EVIL IS !RAB AND SPEAKS THE !RABIC LANGUAGE
#ONCLUSIONS
4HIS ARTICLE HAS EXPLORED STEREOTYPICAL REPRESENTATIONS OF -USLIMS AND 
!RABS IN %UROPEAN AND !MERICAN VIDEO GAMES ON THREE DIFFERENT LEVELS n 
ICONOGRAPHICAL NARRATIVE AND GAMEPLAY IE THE RULE SYSTEM GOVERNING 
THE PLAYERS INTERACTION WITH THE GAME	
&IRST A GENERAL OBSERVATION ON ITS UNDERLYING LOGIC IS THAT THE MODE OF 
REPRESENTATION SEEMS TO DEPEND TO A GREAT EXTENT ON THE GENRE OF THE GAME 
!DVENTURE AND ROLEPLAYING GAMES TYPICALLY PORTRAY THE -IDDLE %AST IN 
FANTASY OR QUASIHISTORICAL MANNER EXPLOITING @/RIENTALIST IMAGERY WHEREAS 
ACTION GAMES AND ESPECIALLY FIRSTPERSON SHOOTERS PRESENT THE -IDDLE %AST 
IN A CONTEMPORARY AND DECIDEDLY CONFLICTUAL  FRAMEWORK SCHEMATIZING 
!RABS AND -USLIMS AS ENEMIES 4HE LATTER EXHIBIT STRONG CULTURAL BIAS ON 
A VARIETY OF LEVELS AND PARTICULARLY DEMONSTRATE 2EICHMUTH AND 7ERNINGS 
CONCEPT OF @NEGLECTED MEDIA 4HE REASON FOR THIS IS CLOSELY CONNECTED TO THE 
QUESTION OF STEREOTYPING AND SCHEMATIZATION IN VIDEO GAMES PER SE AND LIES 
IN THE LINKAGE BETWEEN PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION 3INCE VIDEO GAMES ARE 
USUALLY PRODUCED WITH THEIR CONSUMER BASE IN MIND THEY TEND TO INCORPORATE 
AND REFLECT THE GENERAL IMAGINATIONS OF THE -IDDLE %AST PREVALENT AMONG 
THE WESTERN PUBLIC AS WELL AS THE AUDIENCES EXPECTATIONS OF PARTICULAR 
GENRES 4HE PRODUCERS LOGICALLY @INTEND ON MAXIMIZING REVENUE AND IM
PLEMENT THEIR OWN ASSUMPTIONS OF THEIR AUDIENCES TASTES EXPECTATIONS 
AND CONSUMPTION HABITS 2EICHMUTH AND 7ERNING  	 -OREOVER 
THE HIGHLY COMPETITIVE NATURE OF THE GAME MARKET TOGETHER WITH HIGH 
PRODUCTION COSTS REINFORCES THE ITERATION OF PROVED AND SUCCESSFUL PATTERNS 
IN GAME GENRES AND CONTENT 3EVERAL COMMERCIALLY SUCCESSFUL GAMES LAID 
DOWN FRAMEWORKS WHICH HAVE DOMINATED THE MARKET FOR YEARS SUCH AS 
$OOM )$ 3OFTWARE 	 OR $UNE  7ESTWOOD 	
)N THIS RESPECT THE MEDIA ANALYSIS OF +ARIM ( +ARIM IS WORTH MEN
TIONING WITH HIS  FINDINGS  THAT  @THE MORE  CLOSELY A  JOURNALIST  REPORT 
REPRODUCES THE COMMON STEREOTYPES OF A PARTICULAR PEOPLE THE GREATER THE 
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LIKELIHOOD THAT IT WILL BE HIGHLIGHTED IN A NEWSPAPER +ARIM  	 
!S THIS ARTICLE HAS SHOWN SIMILAR LOGIC SEEMS TO DETERMINE THE TROPES OF 
REPRESENTATION IN VIDEO GAMES
3ECOND ALTHOUGH WE HAVE BEEN USING THE TERM @!RABS AND -USLIMS 
IN THE VAST MAJORITY OF %UROPEAN AND !MERICAN GAMES THE DIVERSE ETHNIC 
AND RELIGIOUS  IDENTITIES OF  THE )SLAMIC WORLD HAVE BEEN FLATTENED OUT 
AND RECONSTRUCTED INTO A MONOLITHIC REPRESENTATION !LTHOUGH THIS COR
RESPONDS TO THE BROADER TENDENCIES OF REPORTING ON )SLAM AND THE -IDDLE 
%AST IN WESTERN MEDIA (AFEZ  +ARIM  0OOLE 	 IN VIDEO 
GAMES  THIS  SIMPLIFICATION AND SCHEMATIZATION SEEMS  TO BE EVEN MORE 
PREVALENT !PART FROM MISSING ACADEMIC REFLECTION AND MEDIA CRITIQUE 
THE REASON COULD BE TECHNOLOGICAL .ONPLAYER CHARACTERS ARE DEPICTED 
OFTEN BY A  LIMITED NUMBER OF  REITERATING  TEXTURES MODELS AND OTHER 
VISUAL  SIGNIFIERS 4HUS  TECHNOLOGICAL  LIMITATIONS  INTRINSICALLY PROMOTE 
SCHEMATIZATION WHICH LEADS TO SOCIAL STEREOTYPING
&INALLY THIS ARTICLE HAS PRESENTED THE WAYS IN WHICH MISREPRESENTATION 
INFLUENCES !RAB GAME DESIGNERS AND LOCAL PRODUCTION )T HAS EXAMINED TWO 
SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT FASHIONS IN WHICH !RAB PRODUCERS HAVE ATTEMPTED TO 
SUBVERT THIS MISREPRESENTATION n BY EXPLOITING AND REVERSING STEREOTYPICAL 
DEPICTION NARRATIVE AND GAMEPLAY KNOWN FROM %UROPEAN AND !MERICAN 
GAMES SUCH AS 3PECIAL &ORCE	 OR BY HUMANIZING !RAB AND -USLIM CHARACTERS 
AND USING DISTINCTIVE )SLAMIC NARRATIVE SUCH AS 5NDER 3IEGE 1URAISH	 4HE 
AWARENESS OF RACIAL SCHEMATIZATIONS DOES NOT NECESSARILY LEAD TO ATTEMPTS 
TO DESTROY OR SUBVERT THE SCHEMATIZING FRAMEWORK ITSELF /N THE CONTRARY 
MANY !RAB GAME PRODUCERS HAVE APPROPRIATED THE FIRSTPERSON SHOOTER 
GENRE WITH ITS POLARIZED CULTURAL FRAME IN ORDER TO PRESENT AN )SLAMIC AND 
!RAB POINT OF VIEW 4HE BROADER @CULTURAL MISSION OF 2ADWAN +ASMIYA 
CONSTITUTES A RATHER AMBITIOUS EXCEPTION
)N THIS RESPECT %UROPEAN AND !MERICAN ATTEMPTS TO TRANSCEND CULTURALLY
BIASED REPRESENTATIONS SHOULD BE MENTIONED -OST CAN BE FOUND IN THE 
EMERGING MEDIA OF SOCALLED @SERIOUS GAMES 4HE TERM REFERS TO GAMES 
WITH AN AGENDA WHOSE AIM IS NOT ONLY TO ENTERTAIN BUT ALSO TO DELIVER A 
MESSAGE TO THE AUDIENCE )N THE CONTEXT OF RACIAL STEREOTYPES RELATED TO 
!RABS AND -USLIMS THREE SERIOUS GAMES ARE WORTH MENTIONING 2EAL ,IVES 
%DUCATIONAL 3IMULATIONS  HTTPWWWEDUCATIONALSIMULATIONS
COM	 IS A LIFE SIMULATOR THAT GIVES THE PLAYER AN OPPORTUNITY TO @GROW UP 
AND @LIVE IN ALMOST ANY COUNTRY IN THE WORLD 'LOBAL #ONFLICTS 0ALESTINE 
3ERIOUS 'AMES  HTTPWWWGLOBALCONFLICTSEU	 PUTS THE PLAYER INTO 
THE ROLE OF A JOURNALIST WHO HAS JUST ARRIVED IN 0ALESTINE AND WHOSE TASK 
IS TO WRITE AN UNBIASED ARTICLE ABOUT THE UNFOLDING EVENTS 0EACE-AKER 
)MPACT'AMES  HTTPWWWPEACEMAKERGAMECOM	 IS A STRATEGY GAME 
THAT ALLOWS THE PLAYER TO BE THE )SRAELI PRIME MINISTER OR THE 0ALESTINIAN 
PRESIDENT WHILE THEIR TASK IS TO ESTABLISH A PEACEFUL AND STABLE SOLUTION 
TO THE CONFLICT
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)N THESE GAMES A CULTURALLYBALANCED REPRESENTATION IS CENTRAL TO THE 
DESIGN IN MOST OF THE TERMS ANALYSED IN THIS ARTICLE VISUAL SIGNIFIERS NAR
RATIVE AND GAMEPLAY 4HESE GAMES ARE MEANT AS EDUCATIONAL TOOLS AND 
PROVIDE ADDITIONAL MATERIALS FOR STUDENTS AND TEACHERS )N 'LOBAL #ONFLICTS 
0ALESTINE THE GAME CHARACTERS BOTH !RABS AND )SRAELIS ARE INDIVIDUALIZED 
BY DISTINCTIVE GRAPHICAL  FEATURES AND HUMANIZED BY THEIR BACKGROUND 
STORIES PRESENTED TO THE PLAYER VIA A TEXTUAL INTERFACE 4HE GAMEPLAY OF 
0EACE-AKER IS BASED ON THE FEEDBACK FROM THE PLAYERS COUNTERPART AND 
THUS REPRESENTATION AND INTRODUCTION OF THE /THER ARE KEY ELEMENTS OF 
THE GAME 'IVEN THE RELATIVE NOVELTY OF THESE GAMES A PROPER CONSUMPTION 
STUDY IS NOT YET AVAILABLE BUT PRELIMINARY RESULTS FROM THE IMPLEMEN
TATION OF 'LOBAL #ONFLICTS 0ALESTINE IN $ANISH HIGH SCHOOLS ARE PROMISING 
%GENFELDT.IELSEN AND "UCH 	 !LTHOUGH SERIOUS GAMES PRESUMABLY 
CAN EXPAND THEIR INFLUENCE IN THE REALM OF DIGITAL ENTERTAINMENT AND CONTRI
BUTE TO SUBVERT THE DOMINANT STEREOTYPES OF ETHNICAL REPRESENTATION THEIR 
IMPACT ON THE MAINSTREAM GAME PRODUCTION CANNOT BE OVERESTIMATED
4ODAY WE ARE IN CRUCIAL NEED OF CRITICALLY UNDERSTANDING THE SYMBOLIC 
AND IDEOLOGICAL DIMENSIONS OF INGAME REPRESENTATIONAL POLITICS /BVIOUSLY 
NO SINGLE FACTOR LEADS TO STEREOTYPING !S 3HAHEEN POINTS OUT  @5NDENI
ABLY IGNORANCE CONTINUES TO BE A CONTRIBUTING FACTOR  	 4HE MOST 
DANGEROUS EFFECT OF STEREOTYPING IS THAT SOMETIMES NEGATIVE IMAGES ARE 
PERCEIVED AS A REAL PORTRAYAL OF THE OTHER CULTURE 4HIS APPLIES MAINLY IN 
THE ABSENCE OF POSITIVE ETHNIC IMAGES PARTICULARLY WHEN THESE SCHEMA
TIZATIONS REMAIN UNCHALLENGED 3YSTEMATIC AND WELLRESEARCHED ACADEMIC 
REFLECTION OF REPRESENTATION IN VIDEO GAMES IS NEEDED WITH FURTHER EM
PHASIS ON OTHER LANGUAGES AND CULTURAL SPHERES
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